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(Comtuded f~om:page  203.) 
With regard to Xursing, there are two great 

piiiciples wliich it \vi11 be  ell that the nurse 
-should always remember. The first is, that 
Nature  ntteuzpts to remedy ece7.y accident 01' 
disease. Sometimes, as we shall qee, she 
.succeeds admirably .; sometimes she fails 
altogether ; but, in every Case, she Iriialces the 
.attempt, and it is upon " the he$ling power of 
Nature," as khe ancients wisely called it, that 
'medical men chiefly rely. In fact, most of the 
I efforts of medical science are, at the present day, 
bent upon the discovery of the precise methods 
by which Nature attempts t o  effect a cure of the 
-various injuries or diseases to which the human 
body is liable. When these methods are dis- 

#covered, every effort of praaticdl medicine or 
surgery, and therefore every effort of practical 
Xursing, is directed simply and solely towards 
assisting Nature's work. In -b?ief, -then, this 
'fact esplains the absolute necessity why nurses 
who desire to carry out their du6ies, not slily 
with intelligence and interest to themdves, 
but for the patient's welfare, must understand 
-something concerning the Anatomy and Physi- 
. ology of the human body as applied to Nursing. 

The second great principle should always 
be regarded as a golden rule in Nursing, and 
may be thus brie0y defined. The .first grsat 
methods i i z  the cure 01 disease ov iitjuyy are 
i C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  air& REST. As we proceed 
.With these ledures, me shall seedlese essentials 
.exemplified again and again, but'for the moment 
it is only necessary to remember how nimy 

I diseases are now known to be due to Dirt-using 
that as a generic term to inelude uncleanliness 
.of every kind. As we shall see later, it is almost 
possible to go two steps further; andsto sayithat 
.a0 far as Surgery a i d  Obstetrics are concerned, 
-the first essential is Cleanliness, while in Medical 
.cases, Rest i s  the first desideratum; and that 
Cleanliness may justly be held to be the active 
duty oE the nurse, w'hile Rest 'is the more 
.passive past which is played by the patient. 

It mould, qonsequently,followthat the former is 
.the chief part of good nursing, and no excme 
*need be made for emphasising this'fact. Great 
and deserved credit is ascribea to the introduc- 
$ion of antiseptics into sur&cal practice ; but 
-it is now generally admitted that the value of 
*their w e  'was formerly nmeh exaggerated, and 

that it is to the greater care and cleanliness 
which was thus induced, rather than to the 
poisonoils effect of carbolic acid upon putrefac- 
tive germs, that the splendid surgical successes, 
which have since been achieved, are really due. 
Indeed, operators, who are rigorously particular 
in the sanitary surroundings of their patients, 
bnt trust to soap and water rather than to 
germicides, obtain results much better than 
fell to those who, thirty years ago, pinned 
their faith upon the exclusion of bacteria by 
the 'creation of a poisonous atmosphere in which 
g e r m  could not live, Antiseptics, however,' 
will always be valuable when the results 04 
Dirt have to be treated, and where existenti 
bacteria have to be slaughtered by the niillioni 
But it should be remembered that just as Prej 
vention is immensely better than Cure, so the; 
maintenance of absolute cleaidiitess, so far as' 
the patient and his surroundings are concerned1 
-in other words, whar; is nom termed ASJZSIS-! 
is to be always aimed at, rather than ANTISEPSIS,, 
obtainable by the routine. employment of anti- 
septic lotions. , ' 

r j  a little reflection vi11 con- 
T-ince anyone s o the paramount necessity of 
REST in the treatment of disease or injury. 
How, for exaniple, could a broken arm-how- 
ever slrilfully " set," or adjusted together, the 
fractured ends may havs been--be expected to 
unite and grow strong again, except it weye 
kept at perfect rest by nieans of firnilyfixed 
splints? The object of stitching a surgical 
wound, again, is of course simply and solely 
to keep the edges completely at rest whilst 
Nature joins the severed tissues firuily together 
as they mere before. And medical treatment 
teaches just the same lesson. The ulcer in the 
stomach or the intestines must be heed, as far 
as possible, from the irritation of its surface 
caused by indigestible food, and the movements 
of the organ niust be lessened, if the open 
wound is to have any chance of healing-in, 
fact, Rest is the first step to Repair. When we 
come to consider the condition of any in3amed 
organ-the heart, the lungs, the brain, or the 
lridneys-we shall see again and again that 
the first necessity is to set the inflamed tissues 
at rest before any relief can be afforded. 

The acquisition of knowledge of any science 
is like the building of a great house. Both are 
impossible unless a strong, vide, solid founda- 
tion is first obtained. So, in our science one 
searches for such great basic principles as those 
above defined-which -will explain the facts 
with which we meet, enable us to theorise from 
the known to the unknown, and guide us at 
every step in our practical work for humanity. 

(To be conthued.) 
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